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Sally Butcher’s third cookbook

explores Middle Eastern vegetarian

dishes.

COOKBOOK REVIEW

‘The New Middle Eastern
Vegetarian’ is tempting, with many
misses
By T. Susan Chang  |  G L O BE C O RRES PO N DEN T      A U G U S T  0 7 ,  2 0 1 2

It is no stretch to say that Middle Eastern

cuisines and those in the surrounding countries

have been enjoying a boom in recent years, but

then that’s covering a lot of ground. First were

the Israeli, Syrian, Lebanese cookbooks. Then the

Turkish ones, the Persian ones, the North African

ones. Yet although these places are the original

home of so many vegetables and fruits,

vegetarian-focused cookbooks from the region

have been few in number. So I turned to the new

book from Sally Butcher with interest. She’s a

British cook who married into a Persian family,

opened the store Persepolis, and literally set out

to make Middle Eastern food her business.

In “The New Middle Eastern Vegetarian: Modern

Recipes from Veggiestan,” which is her third

book, Butcher provides a panoramic treatment of

vegetables that borrows from all over the Arabic-

and Farsi-speaking world. Flavors are bold with a

mix of the familiar (hummus, falafel) and the less so (pumpkin caraway salad, barberry-

almond casserole). The book is rich in knowledge and lore, and it’s beautifully put

together and often engaging in tone. Many recipes offer tantalizing flavor combinations.

Yet in the execution, the recipes can turn out to be uneven or vague.
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Fava bean “eggeh” is essentially a sort of frittata, satisfyingly studded with favas, but

you will need to know how to peel the bean’s inner shell yourself (the recipe doesn’t tell

you). The “eggeh” comes with a sublime-tasting but frightful-looking garlic-yogurt sauce

that curdles horribly despite the author’s anti-curdling instructions.
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“Egyptian street food” is a bowlful of carbs —

rice, lentils, pasta — with an aromatic, vinegary

tomato sauce that comes together fast (it feeds

eight, rather than the four specified). As to the

crispy onions that make the dish, Butcher airily

instructs: “Fry them in a little oil.” But if crisp

onions are your goal, the amount of oil you

need is not “a little.”

Tahinopitta is like a sesame-flavored Danish,

with a nice moist spiral crumb. It won’t gild like

the picture unless you bake it with plenty of

space, on two separate trays if need be.

Side dishes are typically simple. Fiery green

beans are blanched and mingled with harissa

paste and tomatoes. A warm tarragon potato

salad is easy to throw together and tastes

exactly as you would expect. A broccoli tahina

bake depends on a thick paste of soy-seasoned

tahini which drapes unflatteringly over the

broccoli but complements it well enough in the

mouth.

The book is rich in whole grains. Toasted

buckwheat salad gets lots of texture from snap

peas, radishes, and peanuts, but the crunch

abates with cooking, and the flavors fall short of

lift-off.

Chickpeas with greens, garlic, and mint are assembled easily for a no-cook weeknight
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(though the mint sauce it calls for is not readily available here, you can make your own

with a bit of malt vinegar and mint). What kind of greens? Butcher doesn’t say; the

picture looks like raw romaine, but the recipe calls for sauteing.

A salad of apricots, spinach, and bulgur is fresh and springy on the palate thanks to lime

and cumin, though the unfamiliar bulgur technique (baked in the oven with stock) yields

soggy results and you end up having to drain the grains.

One true headscratcher in our week of testing: a chilled yogurt-saffron-radish soup.

“Strange one, this,” admits Butcher. With a flavor base of saffron, egg yolks, mustard,

and vinegar mixed into cool yogurt, it sounds contrarian but refreshing. But I couldn’t

get through more than one bowl, and the abundant leftovers held still less appeal later.

I have little doubt that in Butcher’s own hands, these recipes turn out beautifully. Her

headnote descriptions are mouthwatering, as are the photographs. But translating these

delicacies into your own kitchen may take a little patience, a little imagination, and

perhaps a sense of adventure as strong as Butcher’s own.

T. Susan Chang can be reached at admin@tsusanchang.com.


